CPSB R3 Zone Goals

1.

the end of the third year of the Redesign Grant, the SPS of each zone school rated an F will grow a
minimum of 15 points from their projected 2018 SPS and D rated schools will grow a minimum of 12 points.
By

Yearly SPS growth tarSets will be assigned to each zone school by dividing the

total points of

expected growth by the number of years remaining in the grant.

Example: School Ahasa current projected 2018 SPSofa 54.O "D". Whenthe2OU-18 letter
grades are assigned, their SPS grows 2 points to 56.0. The 10 points of growth needed to reach the
school's goal is divided by the three remaining years of the Redesign Grant which gives them a
growth target of 3.3 points for the 2018-19 school year.
2, The percent of students scoring mastery or above on State standardized assessments will increase at the
following levels over the three years of the grant:
The number of zone students in grades 3-8 achiwing Mastery on LEAP Assessments will increase by

at least 3% each year of the Redesitn Grant.
High School zone students achievint Mastery on EOC Assessments will increase from L2% in 20L7

to

a minimum of 24% in 2O2L.

The combined ACT and Work Keys index of each zone high school will increase by at least 3 points
each school year,

3. By202lthe Cohort Graduation
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Rate atzone high schoolswill increase by the following amounts:
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4. Each zone school will earn the following composite scores on the Qualitative lndicators of their end of the
year TAP School Review Summary Report conducted by NIET:
2018-19 school year

- 3.0 or higher
2019- 20 school year - 3.5 or higher
2020-21 school year - 4.0 or highel
5. At the beginning of each school year, 90% or more of teachers in zone schools will be certified in the area
in which they teach.

6. Attendance Goals:

o
o

The average daily attendance rate each year for teachers in zone schools will be 90%.
The average daily attendance rate each year for students in zone schools

7. Zone schools will score 90% or higher each year on the

8.

SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity

will be 93%.
lnstrument.

Principals at each zone school will earn a ratint of 3.5 or higher by their faculty members on the McRel

Leadership Responsibilities Survey.

